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bias towards Atlas & databases



Tracks
➢ data acquisition, trigger and controls
➢ event processing, simulation and analysis
➢ distributed processing and data handling
➢ data stores, data bases and storage systems
➢ software engineering, parallelism & multi-core 

programming
➢ facilities, production infrastructures, networking and 

collaborative tools

big overlap between sessions



data acquisition, trigger
and controls

➢ off-the-shelf equipment
➢ all-software solutions
➢ synergy with out-of-HEP

not m
y domain



TriggerDAQ Example

(Atlas)



event processing,
simulation and analysis

➢ Common frameworks: Athena, Gaudi, Geant4, 
RooSomething,...

➢ Concurency: different approaches (Event-level, 
subevent-level, algorithm-level)

➢ Simulation: Pileup, Optimisation



what is
 Framework ?



approaches to parallelism



flexibility

in simulation



interestin
g applica

tion

of G
eant4



distributed processing
and data handling

➢ busiest track
➢ opportunistic computing
➢ virtualisation, grids, clouds: CernVM
➢ NoSQL (mostly Hadoop - > 10 talks)
➢ Common Frameworks: Dirac, PanDA
➢ Data management, Federated resources, MultiCore, 

Distribution



data stores, data bases
and storage systems

➢ IO, storage & data management: optimisation
➢ databases: Oracle -> NoSQL
➢ metadata: growing interest, databases or Root-files
➢ data preservation (long term)



Atlas was

a metadata pioneer



metadata in Hadoop

in Atlas



Hadoop with Root



Hadoop excellent scaling



software engineering, parallelism
& multi-core programming

➢ vectorisation
➢ concurency: even-level, inside event, per algorithm,...
➢ suffering from language with almost no support for 

concurency (C++) => many home-grown solutions
➢ beyond x86: Arm, Xeon Phi, GPU,...





facilities, production infrastructures, 
networking and collaborative tools
➢ remote hosting, clouds
➢ collaborative Tools: Indico, Vidyo, social networks

not m
y domain





Summary
➢ Big Data (NoSQL, mostly Hadoop)
➢ Concurency, Parallelism, Vectorisation
➢ Virtualisation
➢ Commodity solutions (sw/hw)
➢ Personal observations:

○ Still fighting with C++ (trying to use it for tasks, for which it has very 
limited support) 

○ Root problems (to interoperate with others) is often interpreted as its 
force - live discussion during Panel-Session

○ Very little about graphics



poster session

&
cafe



parallel session



co
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